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                nexusfont

                Best font manager for Windows

            

            
                If you are a designer using many fonts, nexusfont is a must have application.

                You can manage/compare/choose fonts with well organized features.

                You don't need to install all fonts to the system. You can load fonts you are working with only.

                It's simple and easy!
            

            
                This application is free for everyone. You may use in a company.
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                Download

                ver 2.7.1 (2022.11.25)

                
                    portable version



                    ver 2.7.1 (32bit)

                    setup, 
                    portable



                    ver 2.7.0 (32bit)

                    setup, 
                    portable
                    
                

                
                    nexusfont Guide
                

            

        
        


        
        
            
                nexusfile

                Fast and powerful file manager for Windows

            

            
                nexusfile is a dual pane file manager.

                It looks simple but has powerful features. Archive, FTP, Advanced Rename and many more functions.

                You can customize its look with skin and list color setting.

                Also you can customize shortcuts.

            

            
                This application is free for everyone. You may use in a company.
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                Download

                ver 5.4.1 (2021.04.09)

                
                    portable version



                    ver 5.4.1 64bit beta

                    setup, 
                    portable



                    ver 5.3.3

                    setup, 
                    portable                    
                

                
                    nexusfile Guide
                
 
            

        
        

        
        
            
                nexusimage

                Simple image viewer for Windows

            

            
                Nothing special. It's just a simple image viewer.
            

            
                This application is free for everyone. You may use in a company.
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                Download

                ver 1.1.3

            

        
        

        
        
            
                HashPhotos

                Ultimate Photo Manager for iPhone/iPad

            

            
                Search photos/videos exactly you want to see, edit or share!

                If you want to do anything with your photos/videos, run HashPhotos first!

                
                
                HashPhotos is beautifully designed and easy to use.
                
                If you love to take a photo/video or you are a photographer, HashPhotos is a must have app.
                


                Visit https://hashphotos.app to find more about HashPhotos.
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                This app is designed for both iPhone and iPad
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